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Secondary cities in Asia: Point 1
• SCs will account for a disproportionate share of
urban growth in developing countries (and Asia in
particular)
• The largest cities will become increasingly unlivable
and unattractive for business (congestion, pollution,
land/labour prices, etc.)
• Connectivity enabled through infrastructure ✈
• Historical trend: agglomeration and urban "primacy"
(dominance of a single city in a country's economy
colonial legacies of port cities for extraction, etc.)
• Future trend: regional dispersion of economic
activity (cities: from specialization to diversification)

Secondary cities in Asia: Point 2
• SCs are test-beds for policies (like SEZs)
• Those with enterprising and outward-oriented
leadership thirst for regional/global exposure
and brand distinction, networks, investment, etc.
• Empirically, they also represent a useful new
context for comparative studies about policy
experiments
• There are simply more to compare (in within- or
cross-country settings) than so-called "primate
cities" (which often have distinctions that explain
their dominance but also confound comparative
approaches)

Secondary cities in Asia: Point 3
SCs face the challenge of limited capacity in two ways:
• Infrastructure
– Demand for space and services outstrips the capacity of
local governments to maintain supply
– Rapid growth (particularly on the fringes) tests the
effectiveness and responsiveness of basic services

• Governance
– SCs may not have the expertise to understand their own
rapid growth or to plan accordingly (econ., social, env.)
– Devolutionary reforms → increased local autonomy
– Increasing gaps among SCs in performance
– Some find the right formulae, others dither in local political
stalemate, corruption, etc.
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Implications for urban governance
• Operational management is given more
attention than institutional development
– Why? Investments are (…….) than reforms
• Easier to make
• Cheaper
• Faster
• More visible and measurable
• Less disruptive to the status-quo

• Managing for now (stock price approach)
vs. managing for the future
• How can we study governance capacity?
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Composite tabulation of policy capacity
World Bank WGI; Bertelsmann Transformation Index; KPMG Change Readiness
Index; Global Innovation Policy Index ; Sustainable Governance Indicators
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